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The Cyril & Dorothy, Joel & Jill Reitman Centre for Alzheimer’s Support and Training at the Sinai Health
System was designed to address the needs of carers as a primary focus and to respond comprehensively
to their needs. At the Reitman Centre, it is acknowledged that carers play a primary role in dementia
care and that dementia cannot be managed successfully without consideration of the needs of both the
carer and the individual with the disease: the carer - care recipient dyad. At the Reitman Centre, the
adoption of the dyadic model has necessitated a shift in focus to include the carer as a primary target of
assessment and intervention.
The Reitman Centre CARERS Program (RCCP) is an evidence-based clinical intervention designed to meet
the emotional and skill-building needs of dementia carers. “CARERS” stands for Coaching Advocacy
Respite Education Relationship and Simulation, an acronym that highlights that the intervention is
designed specifically to address the needs of dementia carers. It integrates proven group-based
psychotherapeutic, clinical and educational techniques with an innovative hands-on experiential method
employing professional simulated patients. This evidence based intervention has been proven to
improve carers’ competence, coping skills, self-perceived caregiving burden and ability to manage
challenging situations they encounter at home.
The success of the RCCP and its demonstrated efficacy stimulated the development of a number of
novel strategies to reach a broader and more diverse population of carers, persons with dementia and
the professionals who care for both partners in the dyad. In a series of steps, each building on the ones
before, the Reitman team has designed an array of technological solutions to reach individual carers and
to teach health professionals to implement our interventions. The masterclass will include background
about caregiving, the approach to carer assessment from the dyadic perspective, research
demonstrating the efficacy the RCCP, the process and efficacy of our scaling strategies and the
development and adoption of technology based communication methods for both clinical care and
knowledge translation.
Master Class Objectives:
•

•
•

Participants will be introduced to the dyadic model of dementia care and an array of therapeutic
interventions and educational approaches with broad application in dementia treatment and
knowledge translation.
Participants will learn techniques for using therapeutic simulation and technology with an
elderly population
Participants will learn about the integration of online, real-time training programs in the
effective transfer of knowledge and skills to multi-disciplinary teams of health professionals in
the community

•

Participants will reflect on the possible application and integration of the methods presented at
their own institutions or programs
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